
Compliant purchasing and procurement activities 
are critical to becoming a good business partner and 
nurturing the understanding and trust of suppliers. 
Each operating company of the JFE Group clearly 
defines its purchasing and procurement policies 
and discloses them to suppliers to request that they 
maintain the same high standards.

As for material procurement, the company has 
established the Raw Material Purchasing Policy to 
develop and operate a sustainable procurement 
system for sourcing raw materials. Through the 
system, JFE Steel pays due consideration to 
human rights, including the prohibition of child labor 
and forced labor, as well as legal compliance and 
environmental protection. In addition, the company 
purchases raw materials after confirming that 
suppliers are not using conflict minerals.
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   Basic Policy on Procurement

JFE Steel upholds its Basic Policy on 
Procurement to conduct purchasing activities with 
fairness and sincerity and thereby continue earning 
supplier trust as a good business partner.

   Requesting Suppliers to Promote CSR
JFE Steel believes that its social responsibility is 
to raise stakeholder satisfaction and enhance its 
corporate value. To that end, the company prioritizes 
efforts in areas such as environmental protection, 
safety, disaster prevention, and compliance, which are 
fundamental to its survival, and requests its suppliers 
to pursue their own CSR initiatives.

   Win-Win Relationships with Suppliers
JFE Steel establishes win-win relationships with 
our suppliers by leveraging their ideas for improving 
materials, designs, shapes, specifications and 
production methods. The company’s value-analysis 
activities allow them to propose how to reduce costs, 
improve materials functions, and upgrade quality, 
safety and work efficiency. The company then strives 
to implement the ideas wherever possible.

Purchasing and Procurement Policies (Japanese only) ➡
https://www.jfe-steel.co.jp/company/purchase_policy/index.htmlWeb

Purchasing and Procurement Policies (Japanese only) ➡
http://www.jfe-eng.co.jp/information/basic_policy.htmlWeb

Raw Material Purchasing Policy ➡
https://www.jfe-steel.co.jp/en/company/purchase_policy.htmlWeb

CSR Procurement Guidelines (Japanese only) ➡
https://www.jfe-steel.co.jp/company/purchase_policy/index.html#to-our-business-partnersWeb

JFE Engineering requests that suppliers implement 
the following measures.

   Fair and Sincere Procurement
JFE Engineering, viewing its suppliers as key 

partners in achieving mutual growth, strives to nurture 
mutual trust and reinforce partnership relationships. 
The company seeks to engage in procurement 
activities with integrity by complying with guidelines 
on fair procurement and codes of conduct towards 
suppliers and providing training for staff who are 
responsible for contracts.

The company collaborates with suppliers on CSR 
initiatives and upholds its Purchasing and Procurement 
Policies as a standard for fair and transparent 
procurement activities.

E

Requests to Suppliers Regarding CSR Initiatives

❶ Comply with laws, regulations and social norms
❷ Implement thorough information management
❸ Provide safe and competitive products and services
❹ Observe human rights, work environments and 

occupational health and safety
❺ Respect the global environment
❻ Develop an organization for promoting CSR

T
  Ensuring a Safe, Fair Supply Chain

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a pivotal 
element in JFE Shoji Trade’s supply chain for the 
provision of products, functions and services through 
its global business. Customer demand for CSR-based 
procurement is increasing every year. In addition 
to its initiatives for quality, stable supply, safety 
and reasonable prices, the company is enhancing 
support for the global environment, human rights and 
occupational safety and health.
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